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Abstract:
Crop switching, which occurs when a novel crop type is introduced to an agricultural
plot, is an adaptation strategy that is used in response to a variety of social, economic, and
environmental factors. While past studies have investigated the motivations behind crop
switching and examined its role in mitigating future agricultural losses due to climate change,
understanding of where crop switching has occurred in the United States is more limited. In this
paper, I develop a method of identifying the individual plots on which crop switching occurred in
the contiguous United States. This method uses the Cropland Data Layer from the National
Agricultural Statistics Service to determine where novel crops were introduced in each year from
2018 to 2021, based on the crop types that were grown in the same locations in the decade
between 2008 and 2017. I find that crop switching occurred between 4.3% and 7.9% of land that
was in continuous crop production between 2008 and 2021. Crop switching occurs most
frequently in certain regions of the country, namely California, the southwest, southeast, and
northern Great Plains. Rates of crop switching were lowest, however, lowest across counties in
the Midwest, including the Corn Belt. Corn, soybeans, sorghum, cotton, alfalfa, and winter wheat
were the most common crops that were switched into, though in 2019 and 2020 the most
common switch was to new fallow or idle land. Due to the large amount of acreage, however,
crop switching accounted for very little of land that was fallowed or used in the production of
those crop types. Crop switching accounted for a higher proportion of the land used in certain
fruits, vegetables, and double crops. This work creates a foundation for understanding the nature
of past crop switching, the factors that influence whether or not farmers use crop switching as an
adaptation practice, and predicting where future crop switching may occur.
Introduction:
Justification:
Climate change is altering, and will continue to alter, both natural and human systems
(Smith et al., 2011), which in turn impact agriculture and food systems. Agriculture is
intertwined with climate change; it is both a cause of climate change (Smith et al, 2014) and is
impacted by climate change (Davidson, 2016; Haden et al., 2012). Species, including plants,
animals, insects, and diseases, may respond to climate change by shifting in their geographic
range (Davis, 1983; Williams et al., 2002). Humans will also respond to climate change; for
example, farmers will impact how and where shifts in crop species occur through their decisions
on what crops are grown and where. The suitability of growing crops where they are currently
grown will be altered in response to changes in precipitation, temperature, and frequency and
extremity of crop-limiting weather events. Therefore, social and agricultural adaptations will be
necessary to maintain farmer livelihoods and ensure a consistent food supply for all.
Choosing the types of crops to grow when and where is influenced by intertwined social,
economic, and environmental factors. This “crop choice” decision has a long-standing body of
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academic literature to assess the many factors that influence this decision. Past studies have
established water prices and access (Burlig et al., 2021; Patil et al., 2018), electricity prices
(Burlig et al., 2021), the cost of trade (Rivera-Padilla, 2020), need for subsistence farming
(Rivera-Padilla, 2020), consumer demands (Bennett et al., 2011), proximity to ethanol
production (Park et al., 2019), crop insurance (Langpap & Wu, 2014), labor availability (Patil et
al., 2018), market forces (Greig, 2009) and market proximity (Patil et al., 2018), rain or drought
events (Amare et al., 2018; Hashmiu et al., 2022), income (Amare et al., 2018; Hashmiu et al.,
2022), farm area (Amare et al., 2018), taste (Greig, 2009), and risk aversion (Hashmiu et al.,
2022) as drivers of changes in crop choice. Concerns over food waste throughout the food value
change also motivate crop choice (Galford et al., 2020). Drought, disease, and salinity tolerance
present in certain crop varieties or species, for example, can prevent losses in production. As
climate change threatens to increase losses due to increases in pests (Newbery et al., 2016) and
disruptions to post-production crop activities such as harvest, storage, and transportation
(Vermeulen et al., 2012), choosing different crops to grow- or crop switching- could be a useful
tool in mitigating agricultural losses.
In this paper, crop switching is defined as a plot level practice that occurs when a crop
type introduced to a plot where it had not been grown for at least the previous decade (here, 2008
through 2017). Crop switching is differentiated from crop choice, which explores the multitude
of factors that may affect why and how a farmer chooses to grow any single crop in a geographic
location. Crop switching thus differs from similar practices regarding crop choice, such as crop
rotations, which occur when farmers rotate certain crops on a multi-year basis. One example of
such crop rotations is planting corn one year, and then planting soy the next year, on a continual
basis.
This work uses the Cropland Data Layer (CDL) from the National Agricultural Statistics
Service (USDA, 2021) to determine each 30m by 30m plot where crop switching has occurred in
the United States. By comparing the crop cover for each pixel from year to year, I identified
where new crops were introduced in 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021 compared to a baseline of 2008
through 2017, the first decade for which the CDL was available for the contiguous United States.
Additionally, I identified what crops were adopted as a result of crop switching in each location.
Background:
Past studies have examined crop switching using several approaches. Globally, there
have been studies that surveyed farmers to understand the socio-economic and environmental
factors that motivated decisions around crop switching (Seo & Mendelsohn, 2008; Alauddin &
Sarker, 2014; Tessema et al., 2019). Surveys of South American farmers, for example, found that
temperature and precipitation influence crop choice (Seo & Mendelsohn, 2008). As their climate
moves towards a warmer and wetter climate, farmers will switch from growing maize (grown
currently in drier climates), wheat (grown currently in drier and cooler climates), and potatoes
(currently grown in cooler climates) to growing squash, fruits, and vegetables (Seo &
Mendelsohn, 2008). Two studies in Bangladesh have identified crop switching as an adaptation
strategy among rice farmers (Alauddin & Sarker, 2014; Moniruzzaman, 2015). A survey of 1800
farms in Bangladesh in 2011-2012 found that switching to short duration rice varieties was the
most common adaptation that farms made in response to climate change, with 20.1% of farmers
indicating they made this adaptation (Alauddin & Sarker, 2014). The same study found several
factors impacted adoption rates of this practice, including the presence of drought, ground water
depletion, subsidy availability, access to climate information, and access to electricity (Alauddin
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& Sarker, 2014). A second study in Bangladesh surveyed 11,389 farmers and found that shifts in
climate are causing a shift from rainfed rice varieties to irrigated varieties (Moniruzzama, 2015).
Other previous research exploring crop switching has focused in Sub-Saharan Africa. A
2019 study in Ethiopia surveyed 190 farming households to determine the socio-economic and
environmental factors that resulted in crop switching (Tessema et al., 2019). A logit model
showed that crop switching occurs in response to changing climate conditions, especially in
hotter, more arid areas and that adoption of new crop varieties is attributed mainly to changes in
price, indicating that socio-economic factors influence crop switching as well (Tessema et al.,
2019). A 2017 study in Zambia used a different approach to discuss crop switching (Wineman &
Crawford, 2017). First, climate projections were used to model if and how crop yields would
change in the study area. These yields are then compared to the yields of alternative crop
choices, which may be better suited towards the projected climate. In Zambia, this approach
showed that farmers will shift to growing sweet potatoes, cotton, sunflower, and groundnuts
(Wineman & Crawford, 2017). A Structural Ricardian Model used in another crop switching
study predicts that climate change will cause farmers in Ghana to switch from maize to millet,
which is more heat-tolerant (Etwire et al., 2018).
Economic factors, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, can influence crop switching
decisions. A study of the impacts of crop choice on farm incomes in Taiwan found that crop
switching could impact economic inequality (Luh et al., 2022). Economic factors that drive crop
switching could also be intertwined with climate change. Rising and Devineni (2020) conducted
a study that modeled agricultural profits in the United States under RCP 8.5 by 2070. They
estimated that half of the predicted future losses in agriculture profits for barley, corn, cotton,
rice, soybeans, and wheat can be avoided when crop switching is used. This scenario requires
that crop allocation changes in 57% of counties.
Based on the current literature, there is evidence that crop switching has, and will
continue to be, a viable adaptation strategy for helping farmers maintain their livelihoods and for
mitigating declines in agricultural production due to climate change. There is some
understanding of the motivations held by farmers who use crop switching (Seo & Mendelsohn,
2008; Alauddin & Sarker, 2014; Tessema et al., 2019), and there are estimates of the degree of
crop switching which may occur in the future (Rising & Devineni, 2020; Wineman & Crawford,
2017; Etwire et al., 2018). However, there are gaps in the current understanding of crop
switching. By identifying plot-level crop switching for the contiguous United States, this paper
creates a foundation for future work seeking to understand the factors and motivations behind the
adoption of crop switching by American farmers.
Methods and Process:
Dataset and Definitions:
To assess areas of the United States where crop switching has occurred, I used the
USDA’s Cropland Data Layer (CDL) (USDA, 2021), which shows annual land cover at a 30 m
by 30 m resolution for the contiguous United States from 2008 through 2021. Land cover is
classified by the type of covering, such as specific crop types, woodland cover, open water, or
development (Supplementary Material 2). Each 30 m by 30 m pixel in the CDL has a numeric
value associated with the land cover it contains (USDA, 2021). Crop switching occurs when the
pixel value in one of the target years (2018, 2019, 2020, or 2021) does not match any of the
values the same pixel had in 2008 through 2017, which indicates that a novel crop cover has
been introduced to the area for the first time in at least the previous decade. This strategy
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minimizes the misidentification of historic and routine crop rotations as crop switching by
including such a long-time horizon. The ten-year baseline increases the likelihood, for example,
that all crops in complex rotations are included in the baseline and thus are not seen as new
values in 2018, 2019, 2020, or 2021.
Fallow land is classified as cultivated by the USDA. As such, it is included in this
analysis. However, switching to fallow was put into its own category of switching, as it implies a
different decision and potential set of reasons. Thus, I identify three outcomes of interest: 1.
Pixels in which a new crop was grown for the first time in 2018, 2019, 2020, or 2021 as
compared to a baseline of 2008 through 2017 (i.e. “crop switching”); 2. Pixels which were
fallowed in 2018, 2019, 2020, or 2021, which were not fallowed in any year from 2008 through
2017 (i.e. “newly fallowed”); and 3. Pixels in which no new crops and no new fallow occurred,
indicating no crop switching.
Identification of Crop Switching:
To determine where crop switching occurred in 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021, I imported
all CDL images from 2008 through 2021 into Google Earth Engine (Gorelick et al., 2017).
Because I am only interested in switching among crops, and between crops and fallowed land, I
decided to exclude all pixels that were not covered in either cropland or fallow land in every
year. Therefore, areas where conversions between cultivated and non-cultivated land uses
occurred (i.e. where land is brought into or out of agriculture) were not identified. I excluded
non-cultivated areas by masking out all pixel values, which were not crop cover based on the
USDA’s definition (USDA, 2021). A list of all land cover values included in this analysis can be
found in Supplementary Table 1. After masking out non-cultivated areas, I applied my definition
of crop switching (described in the previous section) to identify all pixels where novel crop
covers were introduced.
To understand the nature of crop switching, I also identified the new types of crops
grown, as compared to the ten-year baseline. This also allowed me to identify where switching
from crop production to fallow occurred. To do so, pixels that were cultivated but classified as
non-switched were masked out, returning a raster containing only the switched pixels for each
year. This raster was used as mask for the CDL for 2018-21, so that land cover was only shown
for switched pixels.
Following the identification of each pixel as switched or non-switched and finding the
land cover classification for each switched pixel, I aggregated results to the county level using
boundaries from the 2018 Census Bureau Tiger dataset (United States Census Bureau, 2018).
Results included an identifier code for each county (FIPS), a count of all pixels I defined as
cultivated, a count of pixels identified as switched, and counts of each cultivated and switched
land cover type for each county for each year. This data (Supplementary Material 4) was
exported to R (R Core Team, 2013) for cleaning and analysis. The number of switched pixels for
each county was divided by the number of cultivated pixels, yielding a result showing the
percentage of cropland on which crop switching occurred for each county. All switched pixels
and all cultivated pixels were summed, then divided, to provide a similar statistic for the
contiguous United States. The number of switched pixels for each crop type were also summed,
allowing us to see what the most common crop switches by area were for each year in each
county. Finally, the count of switched pixels for each crop type was divided by the count of all
cultivated pixels of that crop type to determine the switches which were responsible for the
highest proportion of cultivated land for their crop type.
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Results:
I identify that in the four most recent years for which there is a baseline, crop switching
occurred on approximately 4-8% of all cropland in the United States (Table 1), or between 16
million and 29 million acres. This is equivalent to an area the size of West Virginia on the lower
end and Pennsylvania on the higher end. The highest rate of crop switching occurred in 2019,
with 7.93% of all cultivated land switching. Part of the increase in crop switching between 2018
and 2019 is a result of the increase in land that was newly fallowed in 2019, which represented
2.65% of all cropland in 2019, and accounted for 33% of all switched land in 2019. This fallow
was substantially higher than in both the previous year and subsequent two years (Table 1).
Table 1
Crop Switching Across the United States, 2018-202, in Acres and Percentage of Cropland.

2018
2019
2020
2021

Switched to New Crop
Acreage (%)
New Fallow Acreage (%)
15,425,091 (4.1%)
755,004 (0.2%)
19,950,911 (5.3%)
9,988,314 (2.7%)
20,739,517 (5.5%)
3,773,304 (1.0%)
21,854,289 (5.8%)
812,349 (0.2%)

No Switch Acreage (%)
361,302,968 (95.7%)
347,543,838 (92.1%)
352,970,243 (93.5%)
354,816,426 (94.0%)
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Top Switches:
Figure 1

Acreage Resulting from Crop Switching

Top Crop Switches by Acreage, 2018-2021.
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Note. Only seven different crop types (soybeans, corn, sorghum, fallow/idle land, cotton, and
alfalfa) appeared in the top five crop switches by acreage from 2018-2021, indicating these are
consistently the most common crops to which farmers switch.
Figure 1 shows the most common crops that were switched into for each year. Not
surprisingly, crops with large acreage in the U.S. already, especially row crops, dominate the
amount of area that switched into new crops, including corn, soybeans, sorghum, alfalfa, cotton,
and wheat. However, there were a few crops, peas, oats, triticale, lentils, sunflowers, and
chickpeas, which covered relatively high amounts of switched acreage despite not being as
commonly grown across the United States (Supplementary Material 3). Notably, fallow and idle
land was the most common switch in both 2019 and 2020.
However, due to the high cultivated acreage of the most widely grown crops in the
United States, crop switching accounts for a relatively small amount of total acreage for each. I
wanted to identify which crops the proportionately highest new adoption; that is, for which crops
did crop switching explain the greatest proportion of total acreage. To make this determination
for each crop, the acreage that was identified as newly adopted in 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021
(i.e. switched acreage) was divided by total acreage in that year. Figure 2 shows the fifteen crops
for which crop switching accounts for the highest proportion of the total acreage, averaged over
the four years analyzed in this study.
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Figure 2
Top Switches as Proportion of Total Acreage, 2018 – 2020.
Watermelons
Mint
Other Small Grains
Gourds
Turnips
Herbs
Eggplants
Celery
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Corn/Soybean Double Crop
Lettuce/Barley Double Crop
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Camelina
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Note. This table shows the percentage of total acreage for each crop that is the result of crop
switching. From 2018 through 2021, for example, an average of 75% of all watermelon acreage
was new watermelon acreage.
The crops shown in Figure 2 differ from those in Figure 1. They consist of a mix of
vegetables, some fruits, and double cropping pairings, as well as one crop, camelina, which has
use as both a food and as a biofuel. Though chickpeas didn’t see as much new acreage in 2018 or
2019 (and thus are not shown in Figure 2), there was substantial new acreage in 2020 and 2021.
As a result, 87% of 2020 production and 92% of production in 2021 resulted from crop
switching. In 2021, chickpeas were the fifteenth most common switch by area as well.
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Spatial Trends:
Figure 3
Mean Percentage of Cropland on Which Crop Switching Occurred, 2018 Through 2021.

Note. Some counties (shown in gray) were excluded due to little or no cultivated area. The
legend shows the average percentage of cropland within each county on which crop switching
occurred from 2018 through 2021, compared to the baseline of 2008 through 2017.
Figure 3 shows the prevalence of crop switching across the United States at the county level.
Crop switching occurs on high proportions of agricultural land in California, southern Idaho,
Montana, the northern Great Plains, and in portions of the coastal southeast (Georgia, South
Carolina, North Carolina) (Table 2). Notably, there is relatively low use of crop switching across
the Corn Belt. Few or no counties in Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, southern Minnesota, southern
Michigan, and northern Missouri have switching occur on more than 10% of their total cropland
in 2018, 2020, or 2021. Crop switching in this region was slightly higher in 2019, but still
comparatively low, and there was an increase in the number counties in Illinois, Indiana,
Missouri, Ohio, and Michigan that have crop switching occur on more than 10% of their
cropland. This can be partially attributed to the high rate of switching to newly fallowed land in
2019 (Figure 4). New fallow was widespread in Illinois, Indiana, Missouri, and Ohio, especially
along the Missouri River, Mississippi River, and Lake Erie (Figure 4). Twenty-eight percent of
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counties in Ohio, 19% of counties in Missouri, 18% of counties in Michigan, 17% of counties in
Illinois, and 15% of counties in Indiana saw more than 10% of their cropland become new
fallow. In another region, South Dakota also saw substantial new fallow in 2019, with 45% of its
counties having new fallow on more than 10% of their cropland.
Table 2
Percent of Counties Where Switching Occurred on More Than 10% of Cropland.
Montana
Arizona
North Dakota
Idaho
New Mexico
South Carolina
Oklahoma
South Dakota
California
North Carolina
Wyoming
Georgia
Oregon
Kansas
Texas

2018
69.64%
60.00%
54.72%
54.55%
42.42%
39.13%
38.96%
36.36%
34.48%
34.00%
30.43%
28.93%
27.78%
23.81%
22.05%

2019
73.21%
60.00%
71.70%
70.45%
48.48%
47.83%
64.94%
92.42%
41.38%
33.00%
47.83%
30.82%
30.56%
46.67%
37.01%

2020
75.00%
66.67%
98.11%
77.27%
48.48%
69.57%
63.64%
66.67%
46.55%
46.00%
56.52%
42.14%
30.56%
40.00%
40.94%

2021
76.79%
73.33%
66.04%
79.55%
51.52%
56.52%
59.74%
36.36%
50.00%
45.00%
52.17%
46.54%
27.78%
44.76%
40.16%
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Figure 4
Percentage of Cropland in US Counties Which Was Newly Fallowed, 2019.

Note. Some counties (shown in gray) were excluded due to little or no cultivated area. The
legend shows the average percentage of cropland within each county which was newly fallowed.
Counties in some regions (South Dakota, along the Mississippi, Missouri, and Ohio Rivers, and
northeast Ohio/southeast Michigan) saw over 10% of cropland newly fallowed (i.e. plots, which
were not fallowed at any point from 2008 through 2017) in 2019.
Discussion and Limitations:
Crop switching has occurred in varying rates across the United States in recent years.
Notably, crop switching has occurred frequently in southwestern states (New Mexico, Arizona,
California) southern states (Georgia, North Carolina), and in the Great Plains (Montana, South
Dakota, North Dakota), while the Corn Belt sees relatively low adoption of this practice. Crop
switching accounts for large increases in the production of certain vegetable, fruit, and double
cropping varieties (Figure 2), while covering relatively little of the land dedicated to row crop
production. This could indicate that crop switching is more common in areas with higher crop
diversity, such as California, but further work will need to be done to explore this connection.
The prevalence of new fallow in the Midwest in 2019 may be explained by the high rainfall and
resulting floods that delayed corn and soybean planting in the spring of that year (Yin et al.,
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2020), though economic and policy factors could also have played a role, as China levied a tariff
on US soybeans in 2018 (Adjemian et al., 2021).
Classification errors present in the Cropland Data Layers must be considered when
interpreting these results (USDA 2021; Copenhaver et al., 2021; Reitsma et al., 2016). There
were three crop categories for which no values were reported before 2017: avocados, double
cropping triticale and corn, and double cropping soybeans and cotton (USDA 2021). Because
these crops were not included in the 2008 to 2017 baseline for any pixel, this method identified
the appearance of these crops in every pixel as new acreage and therefore a result of crop
switching. As an example, through this method, crop switching seems to account for 100% of all
avocados grown in 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021. Taken at face value, this suggests that every
avocado grown was grown in fields where avocados were not grown between 2008 and 2017.
For a perennial crop, this seems unlikely. If this were true, it would mean that either no avocados
were grown in the United States before 2018 or that production had ceased in all locations where
they were grown before 2018. In reality, avocados were just absent in CDL prior to 2018, and
thus I concluded there was a change in the methodology of crop classification. To avoid the
resulting errors, avocados, triticale and corn double cropping, and soybean and cotton double
cropping were excluded from this analysis. A next step in improving accuracy of crop switching
identification will involve using error matrices provided alongside the CDL (USDA, 2021).
These matrices show the likelihood that any given crop is mistaken for any other crop and are
available at the state level for each year. Future work will use these matrices to estimate where
crop switching has been under- or overestimated.
Another possible misclassification error arises from the fine scale resolution of the data.
Previous work using the CDL (Socolar et al., 2021), for example, found that aggregating the data
from the default 30 m by 30 m resolution to either a 150 m by 150 m resolution or to field level
boundaries reduced small-scale errors, such as misidentification of a patch of soy in the middle
of cornfields. However, because crop switching could occur on portions of larger fields or on
smaller cultivated areas, this approach was not used. Future work will examine whether
aggregating the CDL to coarser resolutions, using error matrices to estimate misidentification, or
using existing GIS techniques (e.g. sieve and clump) to smooth the raster images will result in
more accurate results.
In this paper, crop switching was defined as occurring whenever a new crop was
introduced to a 30 m by 30 m area where it was not previously grown, avoiding the identification
of most crop rotations as switching. If crop rotations have changed to include new crops,
however, that would be considered as crop switching, and this analysis has captured those cases.
Simplifying crop rotations, however, could be an adaptation behavior like crop switching and yet
would not be identified as such using this approach. A study of crop rotations in Iowa that used
the CDL, for example, identified areas where farmers moved from corn-soy rotations to corncorn rotations in response to increasing corn prices (Stern et al., 2012). Similarly, abandonment
of a previously grown crop could be considered crop switching (Tessema et al., 2019). In some
cases, such as simplified crop rotations, abandoning one crop may not result in adopting a new
crop on a specific plot, and therefore this change would not be identified as crop switching using
this method. Since such cases are excluded using the methods in this paper, it could be that the
rate of crop switching has been underestimated.
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Conclusion:
This study identifies where crop switching has occurred in the United States in 2018,
2019, 2020, and 2021 and provides a method for identifying land use changes pertaining to
agriculture using publicly available data. Future work will use economic, social, and
environmental factors to model crop switching adoption. This model will then allow for future
crop switching to be forecasted. The methods used in this paper can be used to identify crop
switching in other areas with detailed land cover data. Further, with a few changes, my approach
could be used to identify other adaptation behaviors around crop production changes that may be
of interest. For example, this work treats switching to fallow as a distinct adaptation behavior
from switching between crops, which could be influenced by different factors. Similar
approaches could be used to determine where switching occurs between annual and perennial
crops, between warm and cool weather crops, between feed crops and produce, or between any
other relevant grouping of crops. Expanding the scope of my analysis to include non-cultivated
areas, such as developed or forested areas, could show where farmland has been created or lost
due to development, deforestation, or reforestation, each of which could be interpreted as
adaptation behaviors as well.
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Supplementary Material 1: Cultivated Land Cover Classifications and Codes
1
2
3
4
5
6
10
11
12
13
14

Corn
Cotton
Rice
Sorghum
Soybeans
Sunflower
Peanuts
Tobacco
Sweet Corn
Pop or Orn Corn
Mint

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
38
39
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Barley
Durum Wheat
Spring Wheat
Winter Wheat
Other Small Grains
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans
Rye
Oats
Millet
Speltz
Canola
Flaxseed
Safflower
Rape Seed
Mustard
Alfalfa
Camelina
Buckwheat
Sugarbeets
Dry Beans
Potatoes
Other Crops
Sugarcane
Sweet Potatoes
Misc Vegs & Fruits

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
61
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
74
75
76
77
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216

Watermelons
Onions
Cucumbers
Chick Peas
Lentils
Peas
Tomatoes
Caneberries
Hops
Herbs
Clover/Wildflowers
Fallow/Idle
Cropland
Cherries
Peaches
Apples
Grapes
Christmas Trees
Other Tree Crops
Citrus
Pecans
Almonds
Walnuts
Pears
Pistachios
Triticale
Carrots
Asparagus
Garlic
Cantaloupes
Prunes
Olives
Oranges
Honeydew Melons
Broccoli
Avocados
Peppers

217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227

Pomegranates
Nectarines
Greens
Plums
Strawberries
Squash
Apricots
Vetch
Dbl Crop WinWht/Corn
Dbl Crop Oats/Corn
Lettuce

228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
254

Dbl Crop Triticale/Corn
Pumpkins
Dbl Crop Lettuce/Durum Wht
Dbl Crop Lettuce/Cantaloupe
Dbl Crop Lettuce/Cotton
Dbl Crop Lettuce/Barley
Dbl Crop Durum Wht/Sorghum
Dbl Crop Barley/Sorghum
Dbl Crop WinWht/Sorghum
Dbl Crop Barley/Corn
Dbl Crop WinWht/Cotton
Dbl Crop Soybeans/Cotton
Dbl Crop Soybeans/Oats
Dbl Crop Corn/Soybeans
Blueberries
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Celery
Radishes
Turnips
Eggplants
Gourds
Cranberries
Dbl Crop Barley/Soybeans
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Supplementary Material 2: All Cropland Data Layer Land Covers and Codes
1
2
3
4
5
6
10
11
12
13
14
21
22
23

Corn
Cotton
Rice
Sorghum
Soybeans
Sunflower
Peanuts
Tobacco
Sweet Corn
Pop or Orn Corn
Mint
Barley
Durum Wheat
Spring Wheat

47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
41
42
43
44
45
46

Winter Wheat
Other Small Grains
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans
Rye
Oats
Millet
Speltz
Canola
Flaxseed
Safflower
Rape Seed
Mustard
Alfalfa
Other Hay/Non Alfalfa
Camelina
Buckwheat
Sugarbeets
Dry Beans
Potatoes
Other Crops
Sugarcane
Sweet Potatoes

61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
74
75
76
77
81
82
83
87
88
92

Misc Vegs & Fruits
Watermelons
Onions
Cucumbers
Chick Peas
Lentils
Peas
Tomatoes
Caneberries
Hops
Herbs
Clover/Wildflowers
Sod/Grass Seed
Switchgrass
Fallow/Idle
Cropland
Pasture/Grass
Forest
Shrubland
Barren
Cherries
Peaches
Apples
Grapes
Christmas Trees
Other Tree Crops
Citrus
Pecans
Almonds
Walnuts
Pears
Clouds/No Data
Developed
Water
Wetlands
Nonag/Undefined
Aquaculture

111
112
121
122
123
124
131
141
142
143
152
176
190
195

Open Water
Perennial Ice/Snow
Developed/Open Space
Developed/Low Intensity
Developed/Med Intensity
Developed/High Intensity
Barren
Deciduous Forest
Evergreen Forest
Mixed Forest
Shrubland
Grassland/Pasture
Woody Wetlands
Herbaceous Wetlands

204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225

Pistachios
Triticale
Carrots
Asparagus
Garlic
Cantaloupes
Prunes
Olives
Oranges
Honeydew Melons
Broccoli
Avocados
Peppers
Pomegranates
Nectarines
Greens
Plums
Strawberries
Squash
Apricots
Vetch
Dbl Crop WinWht/Corn
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226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
254

Dbl Crop Oats/Corn
Lettuce
Dbl Crop Triticale/Corn
Pumpkins
Dbl Crop Lettuce/Durum
Wht
Dbl Crop
Lettuce/Cantaloupe
Dbl Crop Lettuce/Cotton
Dbl Crop Lettuce/Barley
Dbl Crop Durum
Wht/Sorghum
Dbl Crop Barley/Sorghum
Dbl Crop WinWht/Sorghum
Dbl Crop Barley/Corn
Dbl Crop WinWht/Cotton
Dbl Crop Soybeans/Cotton
Dbl Crop Soybeans/Oats
Dbl Crop Corn/Soybeans
Blueberries
Cabbage
Cauliflower
Celery
Radishes
Turnips
Eggplants
Gourds
Cranberries
Dbl Crop Barley/Soybeans
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Supplementary Material 3: Top Crops by Acreage Compared to Top Switches by Acreage
These tables show how the most common switches by area mirror the most widely grown crops
in the United States by acreage. The exceptions (i.e. crops that are among the top fifteen most
common switches by not the fifteen most widely grown crops) are italicized.
Most Grown Crops

Most Common Switches
2018

Soybeans
Corn
Sorghum
Fallow/Idle Cropland
Cotton
Winter Wheat
Dry Beans
Spring Wheat
Alfalfa
Canola
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans
Lentils
Peas
Barley
Oats

Soybeans
Corn
Winter Wheat
Cotton
Fallow/Idle Cropland
Spring Wheat
Alfalfa
Sorghum
Rice
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans
Dry Beans
Barley
Peanuts
Durum Wheat
Canola
2019

Fallow/Idle Cropland
Corn
Soybeans
Cotton
Alfalfa
Sorghum
Winter Wheat
Spring Wheat
Barley
Dry Beans
Canola
Oats
Peas
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans
Sunflower

Corn
Soybeans
Fallow/Idle Cropland
Winter Wheat
Cotton
Spring Wheat
Alfalfa
Sorghum
Rice
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans
Barley
Peanuts
Dry Beans
Canola
Sugarbeets
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Most Grown Crops

Most Common Switches
2020

Fallow/Idle Cropland
Corn
Soybeans
Alfalfa
Sorghum
Cotton
Winter Wheat
Spring Wheat
Oats
Barley
Peas
Dry Beans
Canola
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans
Sunflower

Corn
Soybeans
Winter Wheat
Fallow/Idle Cropland
Cotton
Spring Wheat
Alfalfa
Sorghum
Rice
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans
Peanuts
Barley
Dry Beans
Almonds
Canola
2021

Corn
Soybeans
Alfalfa
Sorghum
Winter Wheat
Fallow/Idle Cropland
Cotton
Spring Wheat
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans
Canola
Barley
Peas
Oats
Triticale
Chick Peas

Corn
Soybeans
Winter Wheat
Cotton
Fallow/Idle Cropland
Spring Wheat
Alfalfa
Sorghum
Dbl Crop WinWht/Soybeans
Rice
Peanuts
Barley
Canola
Almonds
Dry Beans
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Supplementary Material 4
Google Earth Engine Code
//Import Land Cover Data
var landCover = CDL.select('cropland').filterDate('2008-01-01','2021-12-31');
//Map.addLayer(landCover,{});
//Function for masking out non-agricultural land, as defined in the dataset
var is_ag = function(image){
return ee.Image(1)
.where(image.eq(37),0)
.where(image.eq(59),0)
.where(image.eq(60),0)
.where(image.gte(62).and(image.lte(65)),0)
.where(image.gte(78).and(image.lte(203)),0);
};
//Create a mask for each year that excludes non-agricultural land
var cropMaskCollection = landCover.map(function(image){
var agLand = is_ag(image);
return agLand;
});
//Returns a series of images with values 1 where agriculture
//occurred in a year and 0 where it did not
//print (cropMaskCollection);
//Map.addLayer(cropMaskCollection,{});
//Combine yearly masks into a single mask to be applied to all years
//This means pixels which were not farmed in one or more of the years in
//our analysis will be excluded.
//Change feature to list for ease of use
var cropMaskList = cropMaskCollection.toList(20);
//print (cropMaskList);
var mask0 = ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(0));
var cropsOnlyMask0 = mask0.eq(1);
var compMask = mask0.updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(1)))
.updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(2))).updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(3)))
.updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(4))).updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(5)))
.updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(6))).updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(6)))
.updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(8))).updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(9)))
.updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(10))).updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(11)))
.updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(12))).updateMask(ee.Image(cropMaskList.get(13)))
.updateMask(cropsOnlyMask0);
//Map.addLayer(compMask,{});
//Create a layer of cropland for each individual year in analysis
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var cropLandCover = landCover.map(function (image){
return (image.mask(compMask));
});
//Map.addLayer(cropLandCover);
//Returns and Image Collection with all non-cultivated areas masked
//Includes crop type for each year from 2008 until 2021
//Build baseline of 2008 through 2017
var cropCoverHistoric = cropLandCover.filterDate('2008-01-01','2017-12-31');
//Map.addLayer(cropCoverHistoric,{});
//Create single image for 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021
var cropCover18 = cropLandCover.filterDate('2018-01-01','2018-12-31').first();
var cropCover19 = cropLandCover.filterDate('2019-01-01','2019-12-31').first();
var cropCover20 = cropLandCover.filterDate('2020-01-01','2020-12-31').first();
var cropCover21 = cropLandCover.filterDate('2021-01-01','2021-12-31').first();
//Map.addLayer(cropCover18,{});
//Check for differences between 2018-2020 and baseline to identify
//where switching occurred
var cropCoverDiff18 = cropCoverHistoric.map(function(image){
return image.subtract(cropCover18);
});
var cropCoverDiff19 = cropCoverHistoric.map(function(image){
return image.subtract(cropCover19);
});
var cropCoverDiff20 = cropCoverHistoric.map(function(image){
return image.subtract(cropCover20);
});
var cropCoverDiff21 = cropCoverHistoric.map(function(image){
return image.subtract(cropCover21);
});
//Find absolute values of differences to eliminate negatives
var absDiff18 = cropCoverDiff18.map(function(image){
return image.abs();
});
var absDiff19 = cropCoverDiff19.map(function(image){
return image.abs();
});
var absDiff20 = cropCoverDiff20.map(function(image){
return image.abs();
});
var absDiff21 = cropCoverDiff21.map(function(image){
return image.abs();
});
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//Take minimum of each set of differences
//A minimum of zero means there is no difference between
//2018, 2019, 2020, or 2021 and at least one year in the baseline
//This indicates the crop is not new to the field, and therefore
//no switching occurred
var min18 = absDiff18.min();
var min19 = absDiff19.min();
var min20 = absDiff20.min();
var min21 = absDiff21.min();
//Map.addLayer(min20,{'palette': ['000000','ffd700']});
//Mask out non-switched areas
var nonSwitched18 = min18.eq(0);
var switchedMask18 = nonSwitched18.not();
var switched18 = min18.updateMask(switchedMask18);
var nonSwitched19 = min19.eq(0);
var switchedMask19 = nonSwitched19.not();
var switched19 = min19.updateMask(switchedMask19);
var nonSwitched20 = min20.eq(0);
var switchedMask20 = nonSwitched20.not();
var switched20 = min20.updateMask(switchedMask20);
var nonSwitched21 = min21.eq(0);
var switchedMask21 = nonSwitched21.not();
var switched21 = min21.updateMask(switchedMask21);
//Map.addLayer(switched20,{'palette':['ffd700']});
//Filter land cover layers to only switched areas
var switchedCover18 = cropCover18.updateMask(switchedMask18);
var switchedCover19 = cropCover19.updateMask(switchedMask19);
var switchedCover20 = cropCover20.updateMask(switchedMask20);
var switchedCover21 = cropCover21.updateMask(switchedMask21);
//Map.addLayer(switchedCover20);
//Aggregate to counties
//Filter out Alaska, Hawaii, and non-states
var US =
countiesData.filter(ee.Filter.and(ee.Filter.neq('STATEFP','02'),ee.Filter.neq('STATEFP','15'),
ee.Filter.neq('STATEFP','60'),ee.Filter.neq('STATEFP','66'),ee.Filter.neq('STATEFP','69'),
ee.Filter.neq('STATEFP','72'),ee.Filter.neq('STATEFP','78')));
//Get Counties in remaining states
var USCounties = US.select('GEOID');
//Map.addLayer(USCounties);
//print (USCounties); //too big to print
var CountyListUS = USCounties.toList(3500); //Number higher than number of counties
//print (CountyListUS); //list of features, too big
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//Ready for Export - switched18 etc. for switched pixel count
//cropCover18 etc. for total culitvated pixel count
//and crop type histogram
//2018 data export
var countySwitched18 = CountyListUS.map(function(county){
var countyGeometry18 = cropCover18.clip(county);
//For clipping all data to counties
var cropPixelCount18 = min18.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.count(),
geometry: countyGeometry18.geometry(),
scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//count of all cultivated pixels in a county
var switchedPixelCount18 = switched18.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.count(),
geometry: countyGeometry18.geometry(),
scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//count of number of switched pixels in a county
var switchedCoverTypes18 = switchedCover18.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.frequencyHistogram(),
geometry: countyGeometry18.geometry(),
scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//Counts of switched pixels by crop type
var allCropTypeCount18 = cropCover18.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.frequencyHistogram(),
geometry: countyGeometry18.geometry(),
scale:30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
var fips18 = {countyFP: ee.Feature(county).get('GEOID')};
return [fips18, switchedPixelCount18,cropPixelCount18
,switchedCoverTypes18,allCropTypeCount18];
});
//switch to feature for export
var dataExport18 = ee.FeatureCollection(countySwitched18
.map(function(item){return ee.Feature(null,{prop:item})}));
//Export.table.toDrive(dataExport18);
//2019 data export
var countySwitched19 = CountyListUS.map(function(county){
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var countyGeometry19 = cropCover19.clip(county);
//For clipping all data to counties
var cropPixelCount19 = min19.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.count(),
geometry: countyGeometry19.geometry(),
scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//count of all cultivated pixels in a county
var switchedPixelCount19 = switched19.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.count(),
geometry: countyGeometry19.geometry(),
scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//count of number of switched pixels in a county
var switchedCoverTypes19 = switchedCover19.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.frequencyHistogram(),
geometry: countyGeometry19.geometry(),
scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//Counts of switched pixels by crop type
var allCropTypeCount19 = cropCover19.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.frequencyHistogram(),
geometry: countyGeometry19.geometry(),
scale:30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
var fips19 = {countyFP: ee.Feature(county).get('GEOID')};
return [fips19, switchedPixelCount19,cropPixelCount19
,switchedCoverTypes19,allCropTypeCount19];
});
//switch to feature for export
var dataExport19 = ee.FeatureCollection(countySwitched19
.map(function(item){return ee.Feature(null,{prop:item})}));
//Export.table.toDrive(dataExport19);
//2020 data export
var countySwitched20 = CountyListUS.map(function(county){
var countyGeometry20 = cropCover20.clip(county);
//For clipping all data to counties
var cropPixelCount20 = min20.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.count(),
geometry: countyGeometry20.geometry(),
scale: 30,
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maxPixels: 100000000
});
//count of all cultivated pixels in a county
var switchedPixelCount20 = switched20.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.count(),
geometry: countyGeometry20.geometry(),
scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//count of number of switched pixels in a county
var switchedCoverTypes20 = switchedCover20.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.frequencyHistogram(),
geometry: countyGeometry20.geometry(),
scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//Counts of switched pixels by crop type
var allCropTypeCount20 = cropCover20.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.frequencyHistogram(),
geometry: countyGeometry20.geometry(),
scale:30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
var fips20 = {countyFP: ee.Feature(county).get('GEOID')};
return [fips20, switchedPixelCount20,cropPixelCount20
,switchedCoverTypes20,allCropTypeCount20];
});
//switch to feature for export
var dataExport20 = ee.FeatureCollection(countySwitched20
.map(function(item){return ee.Feature(null,{prop:item})}));
//Export.table.toDrive(dataExport20);
//2021 data export
var countySwitched21 = CountyListUS.map(function(county){
var countyGeometry21 = cropCover21.clip(county);
//For clipping all data to counties
var cropPixelCount21 = min21.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.count(),
geometry: countyGeometry21.geometry(),
scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//count of all cultivated pixels in a county
var switchedPixelCount21 = switched21.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.count(),
geometry: countyGeometry21.geometry(),
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scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//count of number of switched pixels in a county
var switchedCoverTypes21 = switchedCover21.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.frequencyHistogram(),
geometry: countyGeometry21.geometry(),
scale: 30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
//Counts of switched pixels by crop type
var allCropTypeCount21 = cropCover21.reduceRegion({
reducer: ee.Reducer.frequencyHistogram(),
geometry: countyGeometry21.geometry(),
scale:30,
maxPixels: 100000000
});
var fips21 = {countyFP: ee.Feature(county).get('GEOID')};
return [fips21, switchedPixelCount21,cropPixelCount21
,switchedCoverTypes21,allCropTypeCount21];
});
//switch to feature for export
var dataExport21 = ee.FeatureCollection(countySwitched21
.map(function(item){return ee.Feature(null,{prop:item})}));
//Export.table.toDrive(dataExport21);
//
//
//FOR VISUALIZATION
//
//Crop Cover For Each Year
//Map.addLayer(cropCover18,{});
//Map.addLayer(cropCover19,{});
//Map.addLayer(cropCover20,{});
//Map.addLayer(cropCover21,{});
//
//Switched(>0) vs Non-Switched (0) for each year
//Map.addLayer(min18,{'palette': ['000000','ffd700']});
//Map.addLayer(min19,{'palette': ['000000','ffd700']});
//Map.addLayer(min20,{'palette': ['000000','ffd700']});
//Map.addLayer(min21,{'palette': ['000000','ffd700']});
//
//Switched Area Only (above, but without non-switched included)
//Map.addLayer(switched18,{'palette':['ffd700']});
//Map.addLayer(switched19,{'palette':['ffd700']});
//Map.addLayer(switched20,{'palette':['ffd700']});
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//Map.addLayer(switched21,{'palette':['ffd700']});
//
//Crop Types for Switched Areas - What was switched into
//Map.addLayer(switchedCover18);
//Map.addLayer(switchedCover19);
//Map.addLayer(switchedCover20);
//Map.addLayer(switchedCover21);

